
Giving a Voice to Everyone,
Everywhere

MyVoice is an open access reporting system that will empower 
anyone you choose, to report a safeguarding concern. MyVoice can 
be targeted at specific groups associated with your organisation, 
such as: school pupils, students, parents (in education settings) or 
wider afield for example in religious or sports settings where 
members of the faith, athletes or coaches could benefit from a 
reporting tool. You may even decide to open MyVoice up to the 
wider public who might have concerns they wish to raise.

We believe that by providing secure, anonymous* access for 
reporting safeguarding concerns, will assist early intervention, 
embed an open culture of safeguarding in your organisation and 
will help you provide better support for anyone who needs it.

Reporting to Everyone
Available to anyone in your setting who does 
not have access to MyConcern or Confide 
 

Fully Customisable Forms
Create forms tailored to your setting, and fully 
branded with your logo
  

Fast, Set up & integration
Can be set-up in minutes and integrated onto 
your website or intranet 

Total Control
Set your own mandatory and optional fields 
within the forms 

How can MyVoice Help?

MyVoice is hosted in secure and resilient UK-based data centres (Microsoft Azure) and is fully data protection compliant. We are ISO 
27001 Information Security Management certified, Cyber Essentials Plus accredited and registered with the UK Information 
Commissioner.

*anonymous reporting at customers’ discretion



The Benefits of MyVoice

To book a demonstration, please visit: 
thesafeguardingcompany.com/demo

0330 6600 757                    info@thesafeguardingcompany.com  thesafeguardingcompany.com

“The Ofsted report 
highlighted that 79% of 
children said they had 

experienced ‘sexual 
assault of any kind’.”

Review of Sexual Abuse in Schools
and Colleges, published by Ofsted

Total Safeguarding
MyVoice is a key element of our wider suite of 
safeguarding software solutions - MyConcern for 
recording, case management and data reports, Sentry 
for safer recruitment, Clarity for multi-establishment 
safeguarding and Confide for recording concerns about 
staff, while Mentor is the gateway to our CPD-certified 
safeguarding training courses and other services.
 
This combination of the very best safeguarding practice 
and technology, backed up by world class customer 
service is what helps our customers to achieve 'Total 
Safeguarding'.

Gives everyone, everywhere a voice for their safeguarding 
concerns  

MyVoice will allow anyone to report a concern quickly, easily and 
anonymously (if required)

Helps to promote a positive safeguarding culture across your 
setting 

The form builder is easily accessible through the portal alongside 
your other products from The Safeguarding Company 

Supports Ofsted's recommendation for schools to 'provide an 
anonymous reporting system’ (Education settings only) 


